A western Swedish company in electronic business
communication takes leading position for the future.
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Global electronic Business Communication (GeBC), which provides seamless electronic
business communication through EDI solutions, clarify its offer and work from today under
the name EDI Solutions. EDI Solutions enables providers of all sizes to digitally
communicate their business processes with giants in the automotive, retail and public
sector. With a focus on innovative SaaS (Software as a Service) combined with solid
support is now growing EDI Solutions to one of the largest players in the industry.
EDI Solutions provides unique connections to automotive, retail and public sector integrated with
a variety of business, both nationally and internationally. This enables revolutionary opportunities
for players who previously could not sell to these buyers. EDI Solutions operations are based on
technology that customers do not have to invest heavily in advanced and complex in-house
systems known as SaaS Solutions.
An innovator at the front edge.
EDI Solutions recently updated platform connects the majority of commercially available ERP’s.
The solutions are secure, flexible, and transparent and enables one to connect major business
towards smaller business. This combined with a solid list of clients provides opportunities for
many providers who may not have previously had the opportunity to connect with and sell to the
big giants. "Our business model is based on clear pricing models and as a customer you pay
only for what you use, without costly investment in either hardware or software. We want our
customers to be expending as little time as possible with EDI and our services require no
investment cost in expensive systems. We take care of the entire EDI process for our
customers”, says CEO Lars-Göran Andersson.
A new identity gives us the strength to grow.
"With close to clients, we sanded the values we stand for and deliver - focus, energy and
entrepreneurial spirit. This must permeate all our activities, "said one of the owners Bengt
Bergstrom.
About the Company
EDI Solutions helps companies to better living through rational solutions in EDI. EDI Solutions
provides unique connections to automotive, retail and public sector integrated with a variety of
business systems both nationally and internationally. The company is currently working on behalf
of the ICA, Coop, Axfood, Volvo, Ikea, Trelleborg, Bauhaus and more. EDI Solutions has offices in
Gothenburg but working globally.
Read more at www.edisolutions.se
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